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Nearing The Peak
The looming prospects for gold during the final phase of the current US economic cycle
Tony J. Anzalone, CFA
In September 2011, spot gold futures on COMEX reached a
record high of $1,923.70. Since that me gold has steadily
declined in value; finding its way to the range bound level of
around $1,200 per ounce we see today. The previous fears
and other drivers that had supported gold during that me
such as “The Great Recession”, quan ta ve easing, and global
uncertainty have all given way to a more normalized landscape of economic stability and growth worldwide. Today,
the global economies have vastly improved. Equity investments especially here in the US have surged to new highs as
gold takes a “back seat” wai ng for its me to shine.

Looking back at the last 50 years, the me where gold usually
performs best can be found during the expansionary phase
of the economic growth cycle.
Historically, this “overheat” phase is detailed with strong
economic growth, rising infla on, interest rates, and wages.
Referring to the chart, economist agree, we are now well
within this “overheat” phase.
What does this mean for gold? A very good ques on and one
that analysts at Goldman Sachs Investment Research believe
they have the answer. They believe that it is during this
phase that we see real infla on driven by rising prices on
commodi es. (Meredeth, 2018)
Rising Infla on
In a research paper published in
March 2018, Goldman Sachs
senior analyst Eugene King
highlights the prospect that rising
infla on will drive gold higher.
Gold historically has performed well during mes of economic
growth and rising infla on. As a tangible store of value, gold
rises as the cost of goods increase during mes of economic
expansion. Over the past 50 years, gold has increased in
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value 4 out of 6 post recession periods and that the rise
occurs typically during the mid to end of the expansionary
phase of the economic cycle.
The average price return for gold measured during the
expansionary phase of those 4 periods is a gain of 92.3%.
The chart below displays the various mes gold outperformed
with the most notable example occurring during the late
1970’s.
Below we see the six previous economic cycles. Grey shaded
periods represen ng US recessions followed by the white
space which represents periods of expansion. In this chart,
gold is tracked along with the Federal Funds Rate; an
indicator of real infla on as too many dollars are chasing too
few goodsi. With the US economy expanding and more job
openings listed by US companies than unemployed people
available to fill them, the inevitable wage growth should
promote further increases in the price for goods and services.
Interes ngly, amid the current post recession period, gold’s
historic rise in 2011 had nothing to do with rising infla on.

At that me, there was none. Gold’s ascension during this
period was more the result of the European bank crisis and
the residual eﬀect of falling bond yields resul ng from the QE
s mulus program.
So, in our current economic cycle, Gold is sta s cally s ll
wai ng for that late expansion phase boost such as growth in
wages, maximizing GDP output and con nued infla on to
begin. The “arrow” on the bo om right of the chart does
show however the beginning of this scenario with recent Fed
Funds rate increases. Note, gold prices coming oﬀ its previous
5 year low.
Finding Support
One of the things worth nothing that has not been given
much a en on this cycle is how li le gold has given up during
this cycle’s rise in the equity markets. The US stock market
has gained roughly 250% while gold remained stable hovering
between $1,350—$1,150 during the same period. Gold held
its ground wai ng for the right me. With the $US equity
markets enjoying its seventh-year ascension, the risk of a US
equity market correc on in this
la er stage is ever increasing.
Infla on and wages are rising
along with gold coming oﬀ its
previous lows. The me for gold
may be approaching soon.
History makes the best case in
support of higher gold prices in
the near future. With infla on
finally reaching the 2% level and
poised to climb higher, low
unemployment and a booming US
GDP around 4%, the US is clearly
in the la er stage of the economic
cycle. How far to the peak is yet
to be seen; but the path to it
should be the beginning of the new me for gold.
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As infla on manifests itself, the US Federal Reserve will increase the “fed funds” rate to contain it.

